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Teacher Renewal:

Essential in a Time of Change
As the student

population grows,
Essential schools

arefacing critical
issues Of teacher
preparation,
turnover, retention,

and leadership.
Four new and
veteran teachers
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bpecial needh are scarce 70 hens'

v.trit,il. ,14 thi· earth itelf. gnu still

teeth. Urban schools lose teachers to

rough al thi,ir edges, sc,mi·polished
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And when they look toward a
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career where thev will make orlv a

and ,imber, they make the linked
chain th,it hold4 a w·hool together,
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young teachers with high ideals

il toward change.
And st, they are more precious to

often decide instead on manage-

their [Ssential sch< )(ilh than any gift

fur comparable effort and skill, even

ment, medicine, or law.
Yet Hc)RAI IE's interviews with

tuf money, thi,se tracher, who spend

Essential school teachers around the

their daysand years doing what is
perhaps the hardest job around fora

country still consistently reveal the
same motivations and satisfactions

peri.on of ambition and intelligence

that Lortic found in his much larger

talk here about their

tliehe |.iys.

and more rigorous study. Moreover,

own experiences

IC{lill{·t

of building a
professional life in
this time of change.
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professional lives of those who
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teach in Coalition memberschcxils.
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Again and again, these teachers

irw,wd experience and skill. The
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teachers he surveyed, though they
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come across as conservative and
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found their chief motivation and
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peers. Such initiatives have their
tensions and costs, they acknowl-

of irching and changing kids.

edge; and atevery stage of their

Ainiost three decades later, the

careers teachers require explicit

statistics tell much the same story.

supports to carry them out. But they
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rewards, which often renew their
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they suggest that even as schools'
social context has altereid, a new and

Might this tiny Hample of teachrrs' ri,ices-rciokie and veteran,

M.ith,ind science learhing positions

black.ind while, urban and subur-

licilic'gging.1% industrys,1,11,4 uP

ban. cilder ind wet behind tlic

qu,ilifird gr.,dit.iles; .ind trachrib
forstiklents with limited I{nglishor

ral·,--actuall>' signify an importaint
shilt in whit we know about getting

makes you want to stay.
When I first gcit into teaching I

kids have the same teachers and we

stress and change? Rather than pre-

sume to make that leap, HORACE

thought I would eventually be an

a classroom.

here presents the voices themselves.

administrator, but that's changedeven though I like a big-picture job, I

and keeping teachers in this time of

have a common prep but don't share
New teachers in Essential Schools
need models from other teachers.

Raised in North Carolina and with a

classroom interaction with kids. I

degree from Kenyon College, David

enjoy the challenge and chaos of

Ansbacher, 28 and while, plays guitar

administrative work, but it doesn't

well enough to luive had a career iii

give me peace. Being in a classroom

music or miything elle. But a post-

gives me peace; I walk around smil-

The school is not a simple place;
there are an overwhelming number
of catchwords and different programs and things to understand. It's
really hard for new teachers, who
are overwhelmed anyway and being

college teaching stint in Namibia led
him mto a master's program in teaching
91 Brown University. From there he took
a job team-teaching English and history
it Iruingtorl Higli School iii Fremont,

ing and having a great time.

called on to be on this or that com-

wouldn't take it without having

Califomia, a '17(X}-student Urbc)1 school
with a strong commitment to Essential
school principles.

I went into teaching for the intel-

lectual satisfaction-pusihing kids

mittee and be responsible for outcomes. We need support from a

We need supportfrom
a teacher or adminis-

trator whose job is to
work only with new
teachers. We need time

for renection.

teacher or administrator whose job
is to work only with new teachers
and acclimate them. We need time

for reflection. We had a new teacher

support group, but it met sporadically-and there were fifteen teachers, which was too many, and we
had too many needs, and it was not

into discussing things that they

focused enough. New teacher meet-

haven't thought before, really thinking and challenging themselves. We

and norms, like the critical friends

are just fin ishing a unit on Vietnam

ings should revolve around topics

The year before I was hired, the

groups we've started here since

in which the kids have worked to

school had a big retirement buyout

create a mural that portrays the different periods of the war across the

and 30 percent of the staff was new.
I was hired the next year, with not

then. Now we have only seven
people and a topic we focus on each
week, and a structure set up to sup-

entire back wall, with a continuous

quite so many new teachers; and

port people.

timeline on top. They had to explain

now this year we've had a lot of new

it tc, each other, and we saw them

ones. All of the nine "families" in the

come to understand a very c()rnplex

school have at least one new teacher,

topic in a deep way. We had veterans come visit, and the kids really

and some have two or three. And

knew what had happened. At those
moments, the fecling is almost tangible of kids thinking in the room and
being proud of their own thought.

What I didn't expect was how

qu ic kl y 1 was c alled upon to ta ke a
position of leadership in the school.
In my third year I already have the

we're looking at a big retirement
next year. Also, because we have so
many young teachers we have a lot
of turnover as they make changes in
their lives. This year four teachers

are getting married and leaving, or
going to graduate school, and five

older teachers are retiring either by
choice or by incentive.

The biggest thing for me about
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responsibility; you rise up to it and it
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My best preparation for teaching
was the Summer High School at
Brown's graduate school program.
We taught as part of a team all

morning, and then directly we met
with the cooperating teacher and
our professor. It was overwhelming.

intense, and dam good practice for
the real world. We needed to feel

blown away, because that's what it's
like; and it got us used to the diffi-

did stunk and our immediate reac-

on, so youcan have a common

lion was to run. It got us used to de-

understanding of standards; and

briefing as support, inquiry. and re-

where all teachers can meet for a

flection, and I still do that debriefing

discussion about kids and not fill a

with my teaching partner every day.
I never think of doing anything
else but teaching. I do think about
starting my own school. I'd like to
make a place where size does not
inhibit the things that should be
working; where the district doesn't

huge auditorium.

Until she was a junim in college in
1968-one 4-five blck students at
Yankton College in South DakotaR}imiette Preston aimed to become a

restrict academic freedom; where

doctor, but o summer job tutoring low·

of the hecticness we had to debrief

you can require teachers to share

achiming higli school students in her

every day-even when what we just

work and be open about what goes

culty of team teaching. In the midst

home town of Chicago changed l,er

Who's Teaching What, sand to Whom?
I By 2207 our schools will enroll nearly three million more

high-need fields and locations, reform the teacher licens-

students than today, a total of 54 million youngsters.

ingand induction process, and provide better profes-

S More than one quarter of all teachers are over 50, and

sional development (National Commission on Teaching

teacher retirements are accelerating. Over the next
decade, more than two million teachers will need to be

hired to fill elementary and secondary teaching positions. Over half of these will be first-time teachers, who

will need to pass new, more difficult certification re-

quirements, (National Center for Educational Statistics)
I Thirty percent of new teachers leave teaching within

and America's Future)

I Urban districts have a harder time filling teaching
vacancies, espe,ialiy in such sought-after fields as biology, mathematics, bilingual education, and special education. Finding enough minority teachers is also a chatlenge; in 1997, 92 percent of the largest urban districts

reported an immediate need for teachers from minority

three years; forty percent within five years. Attrition

races and ethnic groups. Minority students makeup 75
percent of urban enrollments, butonly 20 percent of

rates for new teachers in some urban districts reach 50

percent in the first five years of teaching. Urban eighth

undergraduates in teacher education are minorities.

graders are twice as likely as their suburban or rural
peers to attend schools where at least one teacher leaves
before the end of the year. (Education Week's report

(Recruiting New Teachers, Inc.)

Newly hired teachers in urban schools are more likely

than their counterparts in suburban and rural districts to

Quality Counts; 1996 Digest of Educational Statistics)

have no teaching license or an emergency or temporary
one. Of the 2,966 K-12 teachers the Los Angeles Unified

11 Less than 75 percent of American teachers are fully qualified; more than 12 percent enter the classroom with no
formal training, and another 14 percent without fully
meeting state standards, One quarter are teaching outside their fields. Fewer than 30 percent of high school
physics students have teachers who majored in physics

School District hired to fill its vacancies for the 1997-98

school year, roughly 60 percent had emergency teaching
licenses. (Recruiting New Teachers, Inc.)

I Most elementary school teachers have only 8.3 minutes
of preparation time for every hour they teach, while
high school teachers have just 13 minutes of prep time
per class hour. Teaching loads for high school teachers

in college; over 30 percent of math teachers have not

even a college minor in that field. In virtually every subject area, more affluent students get better teachers.

generally exceed 100 students per day and reach nearly
200 students per day. (Recruiting New Teachers, Inc.)

Urban schools are twice as likely to hire unlicensed or
underquatified teachers. (National Commission on
Teaching and America's Future; Education Week's report

m School districts spend only l to 3 percent of their
resources on teacher development, as compared to much

Quality Counts)

higher expenditures in most corporations and in other

I One third of American students belong to a minority
group, but only 13 percent of teachers do; and the gap is
growing. (National Center for Educational Statistics)

countries' schools. (Recruiting New Teachers, Inc.)
I Average salaries for teachers range between $20,354 in
South Dakota to $43,326 in Connecticut, with salaries in

I Eight out of ten beginning teachers are female.

affluent suburban districts much higher than those in
cities or rural communities within the same area. (1996

I It will cost nearly $5 billiona year for the next decade in
new federal, state, and local money to successfully
upgrade teacher education, subsidize people to teach in
HORACE
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What Do Essential School Teachers Want Most?
What matters most to teachers in an Eosential school? Asked torefect on

parents were not citizens. Some of
them would take turn weanng shoes
to school, and so I bought them

how to improve fhe condilions and effectiveness oftheird* work, dle faculty
of oned"Horace*sdioots" came up with four ummortooned,ls:

shoes, socks, clothes, coats. If they
know you care about them, all children are receptive to whatever you

I *nowing students weIL To improve fhequalityoftheirteaching and assess

want them to know.

ment,teadhers wanted agmaller numberef sE[*nfs ovemILTo achieve this

God sent me here to Lindblom

they fmored team teaching of Integrated subjects, as well as longerschedule

just as I was getting quite discouraged, not feeling that I was able to
give to students in the capacity I was
in. I had been an assistant principal
in an elementary school, having to

blocks, more limewim thesame students overseveral years, and a sustained
aavisory rehaot)8t* overeme.

0 Suppolt for al*culum development Though they liked the freedom to

designthedrowncurric,dum, teacherswantedmore limetodoitaheadof
time. They might charge,adculurn subgroups with thattask, they said,

evaluate teachers who lacked cre-

with theaim ofassembling amade-to-order shared curriculum library.

ativity or who were burned out. I

I Commlmication, collaboration, leadership.Workingtogetherbetterin
fewer, more focuaed meetings was important to teachers, and Ehey asked

schoolleader*to bal#Enceschoot-wideparcipation indecisiomnaking to
refle¢Hhis. At fhesame time, they wanted moresupportand guidance in the

M arts of dtalogue, dlaboftion, teaching and teamIng, and advisement.And
Ehey pushed for a meaningful part for both teachdrs and smdents in Khool
governance.

I Structuresandschedulesto supporttheirgoals. Evetything intheschool
should contribute to making the above goals happen, teachers said, while
acknowledgingthatsome adjustments work at cross purposes to others.
When in doubt, simplify, they suggested, keeping the top priority as more
sustained time with fewer students.

was helping teach science classes
where we couldn't "do" because we

had no lab equipment, and I was

buying things myself, and bringing
in "kitchen chemistry" from home.
As a mentor teacher here at

Lindblom, I work with three brand

new teachers right out of college.
Teachers should do their student

teaching in many different settings, I
think-not just eight weeks, and not
just observation hours, but the

whole four-year gamut in actual
schools. When I kept getting

mind. The daughter of a teacher and n

found out that he graduated from

police o#ker, ind with masters degrees,
from Goventor State University and

officer. My senior year I decided to

high school and became a police

Rocmevelt University, she has a 30-year
career in several Chicago schools behind
her. Though she Fins been botha coun-

come home and teach before going

selor and an assist Qnt principal, she noto

At first I thought teaching would
be like glorified babysitting-an
easy job for easy money. But as I
went in I found I could not sleep at
night thinking about some of the

teaches tind coordi,iates science at

Lindblom Technkal High School,which

serves grades seven through twelve.
The summer tutoring job I had in
college was my first time being close
to any children who were active in

gangs. 1 had a reading group with
several gang members-ninth
graders who were reading on a
third-grade level. I saw those guys
achieve that summer, helped them
to get into reading by playing simpie games with them, and by the

end of the summer they had finished the eighth grade. Most gang
members don't take to strangers that
way but they were really receptive
with me. My worst student became
one of my best students; later on I

HORACE

to medical school. That was 1969,
and I never went back.

problems the kids had and what I
could do to help them. I knew those
kids had the potential to be achievers and get straight As, and I was

constantly encouraging them,
spending money on trips-I definitely feel that kids learn by doing,
and the Board of Ed was not supply-

ing money for them.
Coming up at a time when teach-

ers had to have seniority, I was
bumped around quite a bit-South
Side, North Side, the gang-infested
schools of the inner city. I had a
chance to teach children of all races,

including a lot of students whose

4

bumped from school to school I
thought it was the worst, but it actually was the best thing for me-it
gave me a sense of what teachers

really were about, the good side and
the negative side. I could interact

with all types of teachers and that

helped me tremendously.
Networking is one thing I like
about Essential schools that I like-

both within a school and between

schools. It's definitely a support
when you can feel comfortable with
people who are not there to evaluate
you but to help you unwind, tell
your fears, your ideas, without

repercussion. This is my second year
as a mentor but I have always
helped new teachers. And I get help,
too-my mentees come in with fresh
approaches I may not have had as a
student, new philosophies, new

ideas. I see them working in their
classrooms and I have tried some of

their techniques and found them

really helpful. Also I go to other
schools and talk with other teachers
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and administrators, through the CES

after graduatinghon: Brmen and work-

great performance in swimming, or

critical friends group that 1 coach,

ingfor g year and half at ian engineering

even just a smile. And I recognized I

And the CES workshops at Fall

firm in Florida. He chose a two-year

had the abilitv and desire to make

Forum are very important to me.

option in which he would combine his
studies with a three-fourths time teach-

teaching my career.

are depending on me for their success. If I am going to help them suc-

ing internship at the Parker Scllool, a

ing, even more than I expected.

new Essential school in central Massa-

Tutoring was definitely not as diffi-

ceed, I've got to be there. I make a

chusetls. Working with a teaching part-

cult-you're working one on one, or

contract with my students that they
can and will achieve in my class. We

ner who specializes in science, Mike
teaches seventh- and eighth-graders in a

maybe with two kids. Now it's leading the class through difficult mater-

have no failures; they're going to

multi-age heterogeneous classroom that

ial and making sure that everyone is

learn semething from each other as

conibines math, science, and technology

with you along the way-which

long as they come to class. ff they
dion't make a passing grade, it's
because they chose not tc) work..1 let

in two-hour blocks four days a week.

may mean explaining it in different
ways, or structuring the classes so

I keep teaching because children

them know I too am learning from

This is his first Vear in the classroom.

Teaching is incredibly challeng-

they can do hands-on investigation,
During college I did community

so the kids are psyched on learning.

them; they're giving me ideas J can

service and tutoring with kids, and I

pass on to the next class, more ways

cc,ached a swim team, which I still

been what I expected, either. It's a

of restructuring their classes. They

dc). I got hooked in by the feeling

evaluate themselves after they do

that I could somehow push the right

Classroom management has not

oral presentationsi; they discuss their

buttons for the kids and trigger

whole new experience managing a
class, shifting from activity to activity, asking the right kind of open-

findings with their groups, and then

some moment of discovery, or a

ended questions to get them to

other groups evaluate them.

Nothing is a failure unless you did

not dc) the experiment.

Teachers Choosing Peers as Leaders of Change

I thought administration was
something i wanted to do, and 1 was
motivated by money. But I found

that you can't do both teaching and
administration; you cheat your kids.

Sol took a pay cut and went back to

To launch a major new "critical friends project' in a dozen Michigan Essenbal

schools, teachers filled out an unusual survey recently, which asked them to
choose four peers from whom they felt they could learn most effectively.
Developed by Fran Vandiver, a veteran Essential school principal who now
heads Fort lauderdale High School in Florida, the survey defines such a "teacher
teader" as someone who:

teaching. I'm not so much dissatis-

fied with my occupation asa

I [xams and tries new ideas; is a risk taker.

teacher, but with society. We lost a

I Helps other teachers solve instructional problems.

lot when we began to not require
students to achieve the best, giving

Il Provides technical assistance,

excuses like "these kids have a rea-

I Influences other teachers to perform better and improve their own

son for not achieving." That's not so.

instructional practice.

But the political side of education

I Possesses aneaseof personal interaction with colleagues.

has put so many demands and
paperwork iii the game of teaching

I Bases instructional decisions on what will be effective for students.

that we don't have enough time in

I Contributes to school-wide improvement within and outside the

the day to do all that we'd like to do

classroom.

in order to achieve; and the social

problems with drugs, alcohol, and
gangs put so much pressure on our
students. In the old days teachers

"Once everyone had listed their top four choices in order, we weighted
the responses accordingly and gave the results to the principal," says Barb
Bleyaert, who heads the Michigan Coalition of Essential Schools. Those at the
top of the list then receive training as "coaches" or facilitators of the "critical

lived right in the neighborhood, and

friends groups" that will bring teachers together to help each other improve

knew the parents--it really made a

learning for their students. "It's a very powerful boost," says Bleyaert, "to

big difference. Now it's rare for a

know that these teachershavebeennamed by theirpeers tD lead them

twcher to live in the neighborhood.

through the change process."

A 25-yetir-oid Afrirmi Anierictill, Mike

Harrivolt decided logifor a Harvard

"Middle Start" school reform project, which focuses on educational change
for young adolescents. A two-year grant from the W. K. Kellogg Foundation
will support the initiative, which will involve nearly two dozen Michigan

masters df'gn't' in fi'tiching /imthemattcs

schools representing a cross section of urban and rural districts.

In the new Critical Friends Project the Michigan CBS Center allied with the

HORACE
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plunge deeper, having tricks in your
back pockets. What do you do when
a class is more or less comatose?

In other ways it's better than I
expected. The kids have surprised
me by the things they come up with
in activities, or when they are given
the opportunity to take something
home and play around with it and
investigate. My style fits well with
an Essential school, because inquiry

tering something and showing what
you know. Being a generalist is not
so important to me right now.
New teachers in Essential schools

would benefit by first being coaches
in some situation. Ultimately the
athlete is the one doing the workyou monitor them, you motivate
them. I had to be there for the kids,
and J hadaset structure for how 1

ing signs of trouble, to help find out
what is the problem and recommend the next step.
Also, new teachers need more

professional development in inquiry
teaching. It's very difficult and timeconsurning to structure yourcurriculum for that; we need resources,

summer institutes, any help we can
get. Also, we are working on creat-

wanted my training program to be,
how the season should progress.

ing an integrated math-science cur-

learned engineering. I like to put

And i had to deal with kids' emo-

the science curriculum at the same

math in context, where kids solve

tions going up and down-things

time that it covers all the necessary

real problems that may be of personalinterest, or maybe begin to inquire

like 1 don't like swimming, I don't
ing me." I had to learn from watch-

math concepts. 1n some ways we're
on a ship that can't see the horizon
from day to day, and that can be

ing and listening to them what they

frustrating.

is very important to me; ifs how f

cm their own about things they see
every day around them.

Now that f have had an advisory

wanna be here, my parents are mak-

needed to work or.

ance is also important to me-mas-

My colleagues have helped me

I think new teachers in Essential

tremendously. We meet for two

schools need more professional
training in issues of adolescent psy-

hours a week and taJk about the

chology. Many of these kids are

and brainstorm. I talk with my
teaching partner throughout the

group, wherever 1 taught i would

want to know my students better
and in a different setting, so I could
get to know their behaviorand support them better in class. Perfcirm-

riculum, which tries to come out of

dealing with tough issues. We need
to be aware of it and identify warn-

next week's curriculum, share ideas

week about how math and science

are going to come together, and I get
feedback from her and other col-

'Design Studios' Foster Teacher R and D

leagues that helps if J have a problem not understanding something
I'm about to teach, or l'in not clear

How can a professional development event best stimulate and support
teachers, administrators, parents, and students in making serious wholeschool change, while connecting them with the work of colleagues in other
schools? Teachers at the Metropolitan Regional Career and Technical Center
(the Met) in Providence, Rhode Island and educators at the affiliated Big
Picture Company think they have found an answer in "Design Studios."

In the first of these, the Met recently welcomed a team of colleagues from
the St. Louis Career Academy for several days of gathering evidence, meeting
with people in different positions in the school community, and sharing the

insights each school's faculty has for the other. Visitors and hosts together
observe student learning, interview faculty, review key documents, and participate in conversations between local site and district people. Out of this
experience, each school then develops action plans for its own setting. Both

schools belong to the federally funded New Urban High School project, five of
whose six demonstration schools are members of CBS.

'The idea of design studios reflects our school's philosophy," says Elliot

Washor, who co-directs the Met' s personalized, project-based program in

on how to assess a piece of work.
That's in contrast to a more frus-

trating thing, which is how many

hours we spend in whole-faculty
meetings when we could be planning or assessing in our domains. I
value having input, butldon't

always see where that input fits into
the picture. Maybe faculty doesn't
need to be in on so many decisions.
I try day in and day out for students to become confident learners.

Someone has to swing the pendulum for it to move, but mygoalis for
them to eventually initiate their own
movement, take it and keep going.

which a student's curilculum is taijored to his or her interests and needs. "We

I'm never satisfied-but I've learned

learn best when we're motivated by our interests and by hands-on application

a tremendous amount about kids,

to-Ted work.# Biaaim@ th@y takE pide, iR Mal §Elioel§ and Bok leacher, #om

' difhrent sites toengage inthegive andtake of professionals, such studios can
»serve a sorely needed research and development function, says New Urban

and about mathematics, I haven't

even taught fora yearnow and i feel
that it's been a natural progression

Hfsh:School project director Rob Riordan.

from my previous profession.

ment family engagement, student support, leadership development and
community-building, and new school design. Each studio is tailored for the
particular needs of the visitingschool, and can last from twoto five days.

diverse community. A mostly white

*asign studios cover learning through internships, standards and assess-

HORACE
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1 do wish to teach in a more

school is a disservice to kids whose

images come mostly from the media
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or the mall. And that's going to
cause some pain down the road for

them and for the people of color
they run into. Our curriculum does
address issues of racism, and I try to

do whatever I can do. But until peopie's eyes open to these issues, you
feel pretty unsupported.

Support for Teachers As a National Investment
Keeping Mle teacher corps strong and well q,lalifled wi11 cost up to $5 billion
ann„Ally, the National Commission on Teaching and America's Future says in
its 19% and 1997 reports, but it will payoffhandsomely. Amongiapoints
I Money spentonsupporting andeducating teachers pays offinstudent
leamini Teachers who know a lot about teaching and learning, and who
work in environments that allow them to know students wet are the critical elements of

success

ful learning, a number of recent studies suggest An

Raised in Southern Gilifornia iii a
Latino family, Christelle Estrada began
teaching humanities at Pasadena High

analysis of 900 Texas districts by Ronald Ferguson found that student gains
in math and reading were influenced more by better teachers than by any
other factor. Small schools and lower class sizes in elementary school also

School six years ago after a 2{)-year

contributed significantly-and when those three factors combined, they

career in Catholic schools and a stint as

made more difference than even the students' backgrounds Another study

a teacher educator. For three Vears she

in Alabama, by Ferguson and Helen Ladd, bore similar results; and so did a

Iws been coach for a critical frieilds

review by R Greenwald, L. V. Hedges, and R.D. Laine of 60 studies on the

group there; and this year siu is acting

effect of school resources on student achievement.

m,sistant principal in a period of adilti,1istratiur dmitge. She holds n Pli.D. iii

I Aspiring teachers who have the time to master academic areas as they

educution and religion from Claremont

team teaching skills will perform better on the job. Four years of college
that ends with a teaching degree gives short shrift to both practice teaching

Graditate UniuersitV.

and to subject-area understanding studies show. But programs that combine college with a fifth year of teacher education, or one- to two-year grad-

I was very influenced by the

uate programs for college graduates or mid-career recruits, turn out a more

my early school years. Based on

diverse group of teachers who are often as confident and effective as their
senior colleagues. Just as important, they are much more likely to stay in

that, 1 expected teaching to be about

teaching after the first few years-so investment in their education pays off.

model of really excellent teachers in

helping kids become independent
thinkers, to love learning, to ques-

I New teachers do better with mentor support To get through the tough
first years without leaving in dismay, beginning teachers need ongoing sur

lion the social order. For many

port from a skilled mentor in their academic field. If they have it, attrition

years, I've u%ed the essential clues-

rates drop dramatically (often to about 5 percent, even in cities). If they
don't, upwards of 30 percent of new teachers will be gone after three years.

lions "How can the individual

change the aimmunity they live in?"

and "What is political leadership?"
7'eachers cc,ming intc, any scho(,1

need several kinds of preparation.
First, they need help questioning
their own assumptions about the
relation between how students learn
and how teachers teach. Teacher
education has to make that connec-

tion between our teaching and students producing results-if the

I Teachers express more satisfaction in restructured schools. When schools
give them more time to work and learn together, and when teaching teams
can work with groups of students over more extended periods of time,
teachers report not only better student performance but better working conditions, better relationships with principals, and more career satisfaction,
according to a 1993 Harris survey for the Ford Foundation.
For the two reports What Matters Most: Teaching,lor America's Future (1996) and Doing
Wlmt Matters Most' Investing in Quality Teaching (1997), bothby Linda DarlingHammond, call the National Commission on Teaching and America's Future at (888)
492-1241 or visit www. tc.columbia.edu/-teachcomm

results are not good work, we must
adapt our practice based on how

students are learning.
Second, new teachers need help
looking at content in a very broad

way, so that they can honor the
pritir knowledge uf *tulk,nt and

bring it into tlie cl,issrooni. A classnion) is not all iM,lated elivircinment

where certain kinds of knowledge
get transmitted, but rather a place

where the experience of the learners
themselves,,ind the resources of the

conimunity, are brought to bear to
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apply that knowledge in the world.
Third, they need to understand
the relation between structure and

creativity. Children need a safe place
to develop the skills of creative and

speak you listen actively, take them
seriously.
Teachers also need the support of
ongoing, consistent, and coherent
professional development. For me,

independent thinkers-well-estab-

the critical friends group is the best

lished routines that help them feel a

example-teachers inside the school

measure of com fort and less anxiety.

working collaboratively to focus on

It could be simply the clear expecta-

how to adapt their teaching. But we

tion that when class starts everyone

also need other opportunities, pro-

is ready, because time for learning is

vided by a professional develop-

precious. Or that when students

ment academy or a district office.
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what they see, through this com-

emments would fund public schools

have come from working closely
with colleagues-whether though

mon experience they have designed.

so there's a teacher-student ratio

peer observation or talking about
what's happening in classrooms

tive position, which has its unique

munity in the classroom. Forty kids

challenges and is sometimes very

My most influential experiences

I just moved into an administra-

that creates an actual learning com-

nity to do innovative things with
other people that would helpstudent learning. Also, getting feed-

chairs, even the whole student

in a classroom is too many. But peopie won't do that until the media
stops focusing on negative things,
when only five or ten percent of
young people do destructive things.
My students are going to make a

body-decisions about curriculum

huge contribution-to do interest-

and instruction, and how to teach

back not just from colleagues but

adults with very different roles how
to work together well. Adult learn-

ing, innovative things, to achieve
great things for other people. 0

and planning classes together. I
have continually sought out oppor-

discouraging. An admininstrator

tunities to do team teaching, and

of detail that impact large groups of
people--counselors, department

I've always been given the opportu-

from students and parents has been
very important. I always getevaluations from students throughout the
semester, not just when it is over.

has to focus on incredible amounts

ers aren't as open and hopeful as
kids are. They have a whole history,

And itake parents' questions asa

and they frame the way they see
things in a particular way, thinking

way to reflect on my practice.

they aren't possible.

My own critical friends gr)up

But as a teacher, I am extremely

does two things mc)re and more

satisfied. Even though kids may be

consistently. We observe each

influenced by their parents' values

Let Us Hear Your Voice
You can lend your own voiee
to the Essential School conversation

about teacher renewal, by going to
the CESWebsiteat

http://www.essentialschools.org

other-two peer observers in one
person'% class. We have a common

and by teenage norms, they are very
interesting thinkers, often more

There you will find not only the text

inquiry question, about how stu-

cipen to thinking in di fferent ways

of this issue, but additional inter-

dents use evidence. For example,

than adults. ft takes a long time-in

views with teachers; helpful

three science teachers are gathering

the beginning young people are set

resources on teacher recruitment,

data on what our students do well

in their ways-but a classroom is

retention, and renewal; suggestions

in biology lab, and how they use

more of a controlled learning envi-

as to how to use this HORACE as a

evidence there to understand it as

scientific evidence. They get the

ronment. You can actually do things
to create a place where people are

data, and then they get the student

safe to explore new ideas.

work, and then they work on how

to adapt their teaching based on

I would be more satisfied if com-

tool for further discussion with

teachers and thepublic; and even
the opportunity for an electronic
conversation with other teachers
about the issues raised here.

munities and state and federalgov-
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